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Power*Share Continues to Shine as Solar Monitoring Orders Rise
One of the Largest Solar Project Financiers Adds 44 More Sites
Following last year’s record year for new solar generation additions in the US, 2014 looks to be following
a similar trend as one of the leading capital funding institutions has awarded us a Power*Share
monitoring contract for 44 new sites. Prior to this award, Power*Share was deployed at commercial,
industrial, and utility scale customers to monitor over 300MW of generation across 266 sites in the US
and Europe. The addition of these new sites reinforces Power*Share’s leading position for hardwareindependent solar plant monitoring.
Solar panels, inverters, met stations, meters, and other solar plant equipment that make up each project
come from many disparate OEMs and vendors and are commissioned by various EPCs as well. With
Power*Share, no hardware changes or additions need to be engineered on any plant to enable remote
monitoring. Power*Share is deployed easily as a cloud service without any specific hardware required.
Pre-configured and customizable dashboards and reports give users access to key information about the
performance of their assets, and highly configurable alerting functions allow for notifications of not only
process variable deviations, but various business rule excursions that may be an early indicator of a costly
event.
About Industrial Evolution
Founded in 2000, Industrial Evolution was an innovator in offering Data-as-a-Service to the industrial
market. We collect real-time process data from systems and devices, and make it available securely via
the internet.
In January 2016, Yokogawa Electric Corporation announced the acquisition of Industrial Evolution to
strengthen its provision of advanced solutions to the process industries. The acquisition of Industrial
Evolution, a provider of cloud-based plant data sharing services, was carried out through Yokogawa
Venture Group, Inc., a wholly owned Yokogawa subsidiary. The press release is available at:
http://www.yokogawa.com/pr/news/2016/pr-news-2016-0107-en.htm.
The Industrial Evolution website: www.industrial-knowledge.com
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